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Update on Systems 
Transformation

City of Tacoma | City Manager’s Office
City Council Meeting

7/11/2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City Manager Talking Points:Today’s presentation will be an overview of the new process for our regular anti-racist transformation updates moving forward. 
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Department Highlight
Human Resources Department

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Department Talking Points:Declarative Statement of Support[Share why this work is invaluable to you and how having a REAP has helped to operationalize equity], For example – The work of racial equity is important to me because I have seen the inverse effect it has on vulnerable populations. It is difficult to grapple with how two people can live in the same community and have very different life outcomes. That's why I am determined to ensure my department focuses on disaggregating the outcomes of our efforts to look for ways to create parity in our results. Having a REAP helps to focus our attention, resources, and time. It allows us to reflect on our progress and think strategically about all we do.  Name your Equity Counterpart/Equity StructureHere with me today is, {insert Equity Counterpart name(s)]. They will be working closely with OEHR staff to bring equity strategies into our department. We have a [insert your equity structure - REAP team/Equity Team/Dedicated staff] that works on implementing strategies in our work.  Share how you contribute to equity work, equity teams, equity staff {insert how you support the work} For Example - I provide strategic guidance on implementation to move the work forward in one on ones with the equity staff and attend larger equity team meetings to ensure I am grounded, visible, and demonstrating leadership.   Wrap Up [insert your own remarks] For Example - As we move through the slide deck, I have invited our Equity Counterpart/staff, to co-present and share insights on our efforts, I will take on the final slides to wrap us up.
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• We provide leaders tools and support to manage diverse teams
• Core Conversations build trust between employees and 

supervisors
• 13% increase in Employees of Color who responded that they can express their ideas 

/ views without fear of negative consequences (+19% for Black/African American, 
+31% for American Indian / Alaskan, +13% for White)

• Supervisor Policy Training

HR: Service Delivery & Engagement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We provide leaders tools and support to manage diverse teams Core Conversations build trust between employees and supervisors13% increase in Employees of Color who responded that they can express their ideas / views without fear of negative consequences (+19% for Black/African American, +31% for American Indian / Alaskan, +13% for White)Supervisor Policy Training Re-envisioning policy content as interactive modules �allowing the supervisors to apply their understanding �of City policy to realistic situations they will encounter �in their role managing diverse teams---Way backup:For all supervisors - ~73521 modules, approximately 5 hoursAll available as asynchronous e-learning, several also available in instructor led versionsModules:Welcome to Supervisor & Manager Foundations: In this module, Shelby Fritz introduces the Supervisor & Manager Program, explaining the value of Supervisor and Manager Foundations for supervisors of City of Tacoma Employees, the scope of the program, and the expected timeline for completion of the modules. A Day in the Life of a Supervisor: This game-based module requires the learner to use the policies, procedures, and Municipal Code for the City of Tacoma to solve eight scenarios they might experience over their tenure as a supervisor. It is geared toward helping them understand when a situation will require using materials created by the City, find those materials, and apply the contents to the situation to make the decision best supported by City guidance. Introduction to Employee Relations: Performance Management Coaching: This module presents coaching tips and tools to help supervisors build relationships with their employees, set organizational and individual performance goals, and conduct coaching conversations to enhance and improve employee performance.  Introduction to Employee Relations: Performance Management Discipline: This module helps supervisors understand the employee job classifications, find which ones apply to their employees, and how those classifications impact the forms of discipline that can be conducted. It introduces the forms of discipline available at the City of Tacoma, who to contact in Human Resources when disciplinary action is in consideration, and discipline outside of work-related performance that involves other organizational supports.  Introduction to Records Management: In this class, you will learn how to maintain and manage your records (electronic or hard copy) to comply with state regulations. This course is also included in the New Employee Orientation, starting in January 2023. New supervisors who take the course as part of their onboarding are not required to take it again. Code of Ethics Overview: This course covers the Code of Ethics relevant for all City of Tacoma employees. This course is also included in the New Employee Orientation, starting in January 2023. New supervisors who take the course as part of their onboarding are not required to take it again.Litigation: Supervisor and Management Foundations: This module will enable supervisors to identify litigation requests and documents, understand the importance of prompt and comprehensive communication and cooperation with the Legal Department, and know who to contact and when. Political Activity: Supervisor and Management Foundations: This module explains how supervisors and their employees can be involved in political campaigns, what exceptions there are to running for office, and information related to political campaign support during City work hours. Introduction to Risk Management: This module explains the concept of Risk Management for supervisors and their role in ensuring that employee tasks minimize risk. It explains what decisions a supervisor might make that incur risk and how and when the Risk Management department should be contacted. Labor Relations: Supervisor and Management Foundations: This module provides an overview of Labor Relations basics including grievances, negotiations, and bargaining units.Equal Employment Opportunity: Supervisor and Management Foundations: This module helps a supervisor reflect on his or her understanding of the Equal Opportunities Act and the City policies and procedures that support and enhance this legislation. Supervisors are provided with scenarios to test their decision making and the results will recommend other courses offered by the EEO department to extend their knowledge.Employee Legal Protection: Supervisors will learn who is covered from a lawsuit, what specifically is covered, what legal protection from the City looks like, and how an employee can lose City Legal Protection. Whistle Blowers Protection: This module explains the Whistle Blowers Protection Act and how it is applied under City policy. The supervisor will define the scope of who to contact and how based on the involved level of governance as well as the protections offered to the employee reporting the impropriety. Introduction to Recruiting and Selection: The City of Tacoma is proud of our equitable recruiting process. This module introduces the Human Resources Talent Solutions team, explains the recruiting process, and explains the types of jobs and how they are uniquely recruited. City Safety: Our employees are the City of Tacoma’s most valuable assets.  Protecting their wellbeing both emotionally and physically is the top priority for all leaders across the organization. Supervisors have the greatest impact on employee Safety. The module covers Safety Culture, Supervisor Responsibilities related to safety, hazard identification, hazard reporting, hazard communication, safety training opportunities, and the accident investigation process.Workers' Compensation: This module builds supervisor’s commitment to reduce costs by providing timely information and providing modified duty to injured workers. Compensation: This module outlines the compensation program at the City of Tacoma, including the Step-Based Salary Structure and Classification Specifications. Leaves of Absence: This module helps supervisors understand Leaves of Absence programs and what is available and where to find more information and resources when needed. Workplace Scheduling: This module explains what workplace scheduling is available and where to find more information and resources when needed. Total Rewards: The City of Tacoma’s Total Rewards program includes compensation and other benefits. This module outlines the City’s Compensation Philosophy and the value it has for employees. Disability and Leaves Management: This module explains the variety of leaves available to City of Tacoma staff, the eligibility for each type, and how a supervisor works with the employee to get the appropriate information to submit to the Disability and Leaves Management Office. 
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• We provide resources and support for career 
development, coaching, and development for 
employees of color

• Implementation of Citywide Learning Management System

• We help attract and retain a diverse workforce
• Completed and implemented the Class & Compensation study for our 

1,128 non-represented employees

HR: Service Delivery & Engagement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We provide resources and support for career development, coaching, and development for employees of colorImplementation of citywide Learning Management System Increase individual access to training opportunities for self-development and career progressionIncreases accessibility and transparency of learning opportunitiesWe help attract and retain a diverse workforceCompleted and implemented the Class & Compensation study for our 1,128 non-represented employees Consistent with the City's Compensation Philosophy, which is informed by our Equity and Empowerment frameworkModernized the City's classification system and support recruiting for diverse talent we need*INTRO TO NEXT SLIDE – We continue to support hiring authorities with Equitable Recruiting and Selection
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Equitable Recruiting & Selection 
Program - Hires
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Workforce Reflects the Community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Department Focus: Workforce slides will focus on current hiring/actions, and retention strategies such as succession planning, promotions, etc.
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• Round 2 – EEO Community of Practice Cohort
• 6-month, in-depth review of 9 subject areas that will aid leaders in their growth toward 

creating equitable, EEO-compliant workplaces

• Tuition Reimbursement Review
• Analyzing the Tuition Reimbursement Program as an opportunity to more equitably 

support employee development

• General Leadership Training Developments
• Reviewing and renewing our general leadership training to more fully incorporate 

principles of equity and anti-racism for our current and future supervisors

Next Steps and/or Challenges

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The EEO Community of Practice will support employees byProviding direction for professional growth in the areas of Equal Employment OpportunityHelping employees set expectations for proactive social change in alignment with anti-discrimination practices while creating healthy, safe workplacesLearning the historical sociocultural factors that influence western workplacesIdentifying systems that impact historically marginalized communities, and developing strategies to support proactive organizational change for workplace equitySupporting systemic organizational change that aligns with the City's Anti-Racist Systems Transformation efforts
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Department Highlight
Finance Department

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Department Talking Points:Good evening Mayor, members of the City Council. I am Andy Cherullo, Finance Director.  It is a pleasure to be here to night to talk about how the Finance Department is working with other city departments throughout the City on anti-racist transformation and implementing more equitable practices. This work is critically important not only to the staff involved and the City as a whole, but to the community we serve.  [Share why this work is invaluable to you and how having a REAP has helped to operationalize equity], For example – The work of racial equity is important to me because I have seen the inverse effect it has on vulnerable populations. It is difficult to grapple with how two people can live in the same community and have very different life outcomes. That's why I am determined to ensure my department focuses on disaggregating the outcomes of our efforts to look for ways to create parity in our results. Having a REAP helps to focus our attention, resources, and time. It allows us to reflect on our progress and think strategically about all we do.  Name your Equity Counterpart/Equity StructureHere with me today are __________ and ____________ who will be helping present on some of the slides in our slide deck.   Wrap Up [insert your own remarks] For Example - As we move through the slide deck, I have invited our Equity Counterpart/staff, to co-present and share insights on our efforts, I will take on the final slides to wrap us up.
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• Jobs 253 Workforce Development Program - Streamlined the registration and 
payment process as the program increases the number of high school 
students employed while learning and exploring career pathways

• Equity in Contracting - Continued partnering with the Equity and Contracting 
(EIC) team in Community & Economic Development Department (CEDD) to 
assure consistency in the EIC bidding process and help meet EIC goals

• Language Access – Tax & License is in the process of adding the ability to pay 
pet licenses using the City’s IVR (phone) system which offers multiple 
language options

Finance: Service Delivery & Engagement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Department Talking Points:And finally, the department will report out on changes to their services – whether internal to the organization or direct to the community – to reduce or eliminate racial disparities. [Instructions for Departments]OEHR TO DETERMINE REPORTING FORMAT FOR THISInclude projects that support anti-racist transformation and the progress that you’ve madeHighlight barriers to progress
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Finance: Workforce Reflects the Community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Department Focus: The Finance Department has approximately 100 employees across 8 different divisions – Tax & License, Purchasing & Accounts Payable, Treasury & Payroll, Office of Management & Budget, Risk, Accounting Services, Utility Accounting and Tacoma First 311 (temporarily). As you can see from the graph, we are working toward the goal of reflecting the community we serve, but aren’t there yet. We have been working very hard on making sure our hiring pools are diverse, our hiring panels are diverse and have had training in unconditional bias awareness. We have tried several different initiatives over the years including Workforce slides will focus on current hiring/actions, and retention strategies such as succession planning, promotions, etc.
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Paying Vendors Faster “Net 10 days”
• Significant increase in number of vendors in being paid under “Net 10” (within 10 days of invoice)

Bloomberg Harvard – City Leadership Initiative – Leading City Procurement Reform 2023
• Finance Procurement & Payables accepted as one of 20 cities in US and Canada
• Harvard Kennedy School Government Performance Lab and Bloomberg Harvard City Leadership
• Focus on City-funded community engagement grant contracting and compensation
• Goal is to streamline processes and increase community participation

Gift Card Policy
• Over 200 community members participated in focus groups, surveys, panels, stakeholder meetings and voluntary 

transcreation with over $20,000 distributed via gift cards for their contributions

Vendor Training
• 2023 Alliance Northwest conference, providing education to local businesses and access to local government 

contacts.
• Sharing bidding tips in EIC’s “How to do Business with the City” training sessions.

Finance: Procurement & Payables

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Department Talking Points:And finally, the department will report out on changes to their services – whether internal to the organization or direct to the community – to reduce or eliminate racial disparities. [Instructions for Departments]OEHR TO DETERMINE REPORTING FORMAT FOR THISInclude projects that support anti-racist transformation and the progress that you’ve madeHighlight barriers to progress
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Finance: Participatory Budgeting
 Funding for tennis court lighting at Lincoln Playfield 

and a covered basketball court in Lincoln Park

 Funding a short-term job training program to 
improve neighborhood health and beauty through 
hiring Eastside residents to plant trees, improve 
parks, and implement other climate actions

 Expanding community garden work to provide 3 
years of collaborative work (business training, 
cultural food education, community kitchen, etc.)

 Creating community connections through a grant 
program funding cultural events, out-of-school youth 
programming, and community activities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Liesl  
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• Challenges:
• Timely and accurate data collection/analysis and utilization of information
• Data gathering for upcoming Disparity Study update
• Getting representative feedback from diverse stakeholders in all council districts

• Solutions:
• Complete hiring processes
• Staff training in data visualization tools
• Increase communication and support with our partners
• Expand capacity through collaboration between workgroups

Next Steps and/or Challenges

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[Instructions for Departments]What projects are currently in progress or you’re planning to start? What are the next steps you’re going to take to further transformation across all 3 of your REAP goal areas? Provide expected timelines/deadlines Are there any Council/Committee presentations in the near future?Are there any projects nearing completion that will require Council ActionWhat Challenges are you facing?What are some proposed solutions that the council could potentially support? If there is a departmental ask for Council here would be a great place. 
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Finance: 2023 Planned Action Visual
Bloomberg Harvard City Leadership Initiative
Past (March - May 2023) Present (June - September 2023) Future (October 2023 through 2024)

Participated in labs, 
workshops, and intensive 
one-week course at the 
Harvard Kennedy School of 
Government

Engage key city stakeholders, analyze the 
current processes, and form a plan of 
action to address the challenge, drawing 
on a network of leading peers for 
support

Goal is to streamline and build process 
consistency across departments, which 
will ultimately lead to more positive 
outcomes for community members

Participatory Budgeting
Past (2022) Present (2023) Future (2024)

Establish East Tacoma 
steering committee, collect 
ideas, develop proposals

Voting and outreach Fund winning project in District 4, 
establish steering committee for District 
2, collect ideas, develop proposals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The City of Tacoma was one of 20 cities across the United States and Canada selected to participate in the Leading City Procurement Reform initiative for 2023.  Leading City Procurement Reform is a leadership program for select senior city officials.  Leading City Procurement Reform draws on the Government Performance Lab and Bloomberg Harvard City Leadership Initiative’s cumulative insights and experiences in supporting city officials in their development as leaders, driving organizational improvement, and reforming procurement to lead more effective, efficient, and equitable cities.Three City of Tacoma participants; Susan Calderon, Assistant Finance Director/Controller, Chuck Blankenship, Purchasing Manager and Ariba Program Manager, and Patsy Best, Procurement and Payables Division Manager, are participating in workshops this year, conducted in person at the Harvard Kennedy School in Boston, MA and through online labs, to address challenges related to city funded community engagement grant contracting and compensation.  The City allocates funding across several internal departments for targeted community grants to address the many needs of the City’s diverse community members.  Each grant program has distinctly different goals, outcomes, award thresholds, grant award cycles, performance requirements and outreach strategies. There are often delays in contracting and getting funding to grantees.  Over the next few months, procurement will engage key city stakeholders, analyze the current processes, and form a plan of action to address the challenge, drawing on a network of leading peers for support.Our goal is to build process consistency across departments, streamline wherever possible and ultimately lead to more positive outcome for community members.Removed from slide – speak to in comments Direct Buy with Office of Women & Minority Business Enterprises Certified Firms (OMWBE)Past (2021) - Expand Purchasing Policy for OMWBE direct buy authorityPresent (2023) - Purchasing Policy for OMWBE direct buy authority – $50,000Future (2024) - Purchasing Policy for OMWBE direct buy authority – $200,000    
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City Manager Update

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City Manager Talking Points:�I will then close out with two brief updates.
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• Office of Equity and Human Rights, Boards & Commissions and Tacoma 
Police Department Convening April 26th.

• Chief Avery Moore and Chief of Staff Curtis Hairston, newly assigned TPD 
liaison to Northwest ICE Processing Center.

• Disparity Study Launches Spring 2023.

Recent Accomplishments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City Manager Talking Points:�First, I will summarize other major accomplishments over the previous three months which will allow continued updates from departments other than the focus department for the month. The OEHR Department put together a meeting between the Boards and Commissions (Cira, TACOD, Human Rights), with the Tacoma Police Department April 26th. This was a historical moment in strengthening relationships with an equity focus. The next bullet point is one of the beneficial outcomes that came from the meeting. TPD Leadership met with administrators & executives at the detention center and walked through discussing the role of TPD and how that process is coordinated and carried out. There will be constant communication moving forward. The City plans to begin conducting a second-generation disparity study of the City's contractual awards for goods, services (professional and general), and public works construction within the City's relevant marketplace. The study will be based on five years of historical data from 2017-2022, measuring the impacts of Covid-19, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities. Additionally, components of the study will analyze data and compile evidence to determine whether small, minority, and women-owned businesses have equal opportunities on City of Tacoma projects. Anticipated to start in the Summer of 2023, the study will also review the effectiveness of the City's current Equity in Contracting Program (EIC). [Process Notes]Timeline Populated by a form the departments regularly filled out – Key items transcribed by CI (eventually OEHR) into this document.
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• The Community Safety Strategy is Underway.
• Tacoma Public Utilities Had Their First Equity Committee Retreat 

On June 2nd.
• OEHR is working with an external consulting company to pilot an advanced 

equity training opportunity, which is geared toward supporting leaders' 
foundations on equity, empowering equity and implementing equity  .

Recent Accomplishments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City Manager Talking Points:�There has been so many recent accomplishments to be highlighted we needed to make two slides, I am very proud. Continuing on...The Community Safety Strategy is Underway, with the Office of Strategy. The purpose is to define and coordinate what makes people feel safe. We know it is a lot more than just policing and crime response. There are many diverse factors that make people feel safe beyond crime. The Community Safety Plan allows us the opportunity to have a coordinated, comprehensive, cross department strategy. Looking forward towards implementation based on recommendations in early 2024. The purpose of the TPU Equity Committee retreat was for all the divisional committees to come together and get into alignment with one another. To identify 1 or 2 gaps in equity the TPU Equity Committee and Subcommittees would work on together in 2023. The outcome of the retreat will help guide the equity work of the organization as a whole. OEHR is working with an external consulting to pilot an advanced Equity training opportunity, which is currently being considered for larger depts that have Equity Program Consultants. This advanced training will have focuses on Foundations of Equity; Empowering Equity and Implementing Equity. With notable learning objective such as, How to Create an Environment of Accountability, The Link Between Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, and Establish Effective Governance & Succession Planning.  [Process Notes]Timeline Populated by a form the departments regularly filled out – Key items transcribed by CI (eventually OEHR) into this document.
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• Office of Equity and Human Rights work with Equity Counterparts 
will reconvene with Equity Counterparts in June to discuss their 
body of work related to REAPs and the usage of the transformation 
timeline webpage form.  

• Equity Assessment Update. 
• OEHR is working with IT currently building a Smartsheet survey to share 

with the org, should be ready by end of July.

• Equity and Empowerment Framework Update
• OEHR is in the initial stages of building indicators into the Equity and 

Empowerment Framework to provide more structure to the departmental 
wide REAP refresh. 

OEHR REAPS Update 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City Manager Talking Points:�Then I will provide information on engagements or events of community interest relevant to anti-racist transformation. Office of Equity and Human Rights work with Equity Counterparts will reconvene with Equity Counterparts in June to discuss their body of work related to REAPs and the usage of the transformation timeline webpage form.  Equity Counterpart with Director’s leadership will be asked to submit one update to a body of work using the transformation timeline webpage form. This is the guide for inputs and the selection of the work to share on the transformation timeline on the Transform webpage. This will allow the community to see the great work departments are doing. We also hope it will allow departments a better understanding of what one another are working on and how they can support each other bridging relationships in the Anti-Racist work. Equity Assessment Update. OEHR is working with IT currently building a Smartsheet survey to share with the org, should be ready by end of July. The assessment will allow OEHR the knowledge on how to support departments, with a more Target Universalism approach. Equity and Empowerment Framework Update. OEHR is working internally to strategize around building indicators into the Equity and Empowerment Framework to provide more structure to the departmental wide REAP refresh. 
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• https://cityoftacoma.org/transform
• Timeline of transformation activities 

since passing Resolution 40622:
• Filter by:

• Council Priority Area
• Selected Projects
• Time period

• Click on the file icons to see related 
documents and meeting recordings  

Transformation Timeline & History

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City Manager Talking Points:�Updates for all Council Priority Areas and major transformational efforts will continue to be added to the Transformation Timeline at cityoftacoma.org/transform. 

https://cityoftacoma.org/transform
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Update on Systems 
Transformation

City of Tacoma | City Manager’s Office
City Council Meeting

7/11/2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City Manager Talking Points:�This new process for reporting citywide anti-racist transformation efforts will provide more context and meaningful information to the community, while increasing engagement and accountability with departments throughout the City. We’re currently scheduling with departments and the first presentation under the new format will be at the City Council Meeting on the evening of February 8th. Thank you
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